Introduction
Experimentally verified equations of state do not exist for many materials in the multi-Mbar regime due to the inherent difficulties of achieving such high pressures. While high intensity lasers can readily produce shocks in this pressure regime, the requirements for an accurate EOS measurement present formidable difficulties for laser experiments.
Thus, there have been few laser-driven EOS experiments despite the fact that the EOS is crucial for hydrodynamic descriptions of laser experiments.
Accuracy sufficient to differentiate between various EOS models is difficult to obtain for many reasons.
The initial condition of the sample may be difficult to determine due to preheat, the shock may not be spatially uniform and planar or its velocity may not be steady in time.
The EOS of hydrogen and its isotopes at high pressure are extremely important to the physics of high density matter.1, 2 The EOS in the 1-10 Mbar regime largely determines the internal structure of Jovian planets.3 In inertial confinement fusion (ICF), the performance of deuterated capsules is critically dependent upon shock timing and efficient compression which in turn rely on the EOS.4 While several theoretical models of the EOS of hydrogen have been proposed, 5, 6, 7, 8 outstanding questions still exist, for instance the transition from a diatomic to a monatomic fluid. Previous experiments have obtained data for hydrogen at pressures greater than 100 GPa by both dynamic shock compression and static compression in diamond anvil cells.9 The temperatures and densities achievable via shock compression are directly applicable to ICF and the most accurate data were produced using light gas guns.10, 11
While early impedence match measurements of the EOS of H2 and D2 were found to be The Hugoniot is the locus of all final states of pressure, energy and density that can be achieved behind asingle shock wave passing through amaterial from an initial state. The shock speed Cl,, particle speed UP, the pressure P, and final density p are related by P -P. = pou=up (1) and
where p. is the initial denstiy, P. is the initial pressure and p/p. is the compression.13 These relations require that two independent parameters be measured to obtain an absolute data point.
In these experiments, liquid deuterium was compressed by a laser-driven shock wave launched from an aluminum pusher. High resolution streaked radiographs of theduminnm-Dz interface were obtained which allow direct measurement of the shock speed in the deuterium, the particle speed (Al pusher speed), and compression, which yields thedensity provided the initial density is well-known.
Experimental configuration
The experimental configuration is illustratedin machined into a solid copper block. A solid aluminum pusher sealed one end of the cell. Pusher thicknesses of 100, 180 and 250 pm were used for various experiments. The side of the aluminum external to the cell was coated with 15 to 25 pm of polystyrene and a 100 nm layer of aluminum. The Al overcoat prevents direct laser shine through the plastic and the polystyrene ablator prevented direct laser ablation of the Al pusher. The low Z material minimizes x-ray emission and consequent preheat ing of the pusher from x rays produced in the ablator plasma. A 500 pm diameter window was drilled into each side of the cell and sealed with a 5 pm thick beryllium foil to allow the backlighter x rays to transmit through the cell.
The cell was loaded with liquid Dz (99.98% pure containing 33% J=l molecules) at 19.4-19.8 K (monitored to within 0.05 K) and then pressurized to a few hundred Torr. The Dz density was determined from the saturation curve16 and was typically 0.171 g/cm3. The initial density p. was known for each experiment with an uncertainty of less that 0.1%.
The targets were directly-driven by one beam of the Nova laser at A = 527pm as illustrated in Figure 2 .2.b. The laser beam irradiance profile was smoothed with a kinoform phase plate and focused onto the target in an elliptical spot with major and minor diameters of up to 900 and 600 pm respectively, depending upon the focusing. The laser pulse was 8 or 10 ns square and produced intensities in the range of 5 x 1012 to 2 x 1014 W/cm2. A second Nova beam was focused onto an iron foil (10 ns at 6 x 1013 W/cm2) to generate 800 eV x rays to radiograph the sample. The backlighter was placed 12 cm away from the target cell to eliminate heating of the cell and to produce a near-collimated x-ray source. The transmitted x rays were imaged by a Kirkpat rick-Baez (K-B ) microscope onto a streak camera. The K-B used two tungsten/rhenium-coated 6-m-radius of curvature spherical mirrors which provided a bandpass of 750-840 eV with a 2.5 mrad collection half-angle. The resolution of the K-B microscope was found to be better than 3 pm over a 300 pm field of view and it was used at magnifications of 33x and 82x. A strip 300 pm long by 5 to 30 pm wide was imaged depending upon the magnification.
Target characterization
Since the accuracy of the measurement is critically dependent upon the initial conditions of the experiment, some effort was expended to characterize the shock planarity and steadiness as well as the level of preheating experienced by the deuterium. Figure 2 .3. shows interferograms obtained with a 100 pm thick pusher overcoated with a 20 pm thick polystyrene ablator irradiated at two intensities. When the target was at * 8.5 x 1013W/cm2, motion of the aluminum-deuterium interface is clearly observed beginning approximately 2 ns prior to shock breakout as shown in Figure 2. 3.a. A simple thermal expansion model estimates the temperature at this surface to be w 1000 K. When the intensity was reduced to -1.5 x 1013W/cm2, as shown in Figure 2 .3.b, no evidence of preheating (T <400 K) is observed. The secondary curvature of the shock front is due to the %ophat" , or reentrant, design of the pusher. Aluminum plasma from the sides of the tophat moves into the path of the drive beam during its 8 ns duration, effectively reducing the drive laser intensity at the outer perimeter of the aluminum, slowing down the shock considerably at the edges of the target. The shock in either case is observed to be planar and uniform to within + 2.5 pm over the central 350 pm of the target, quite adequate for these measurements. 
Experimental results
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Once the issue of preheat and shock planarity had been addressed, streaked radiography of the deuterium-filled cells was utilized to measure the shock speed, particle speed, and compression of the material. A representative radiograph is shown in Figure 3 . Here a drive irradiance of Figure 3 . Streaked radiographof the aluminum-deuteriuminterface used to determine the shock and particle speeds and the compression of the deuterium.
1014 W/cm2 over 8 ns was used. Bright regions of the image correspond to high transmission of the backlighter x rays. At 2 ns the laser-driven shock wave crosses the aluminum-deuterium interface and the pusher begins to move at a steady speed, the particle speed. The shock front can be seen moving through the deuterium as a dark line in the image produced by backlighter x rays being refracted by the jump in density between the shocked and unshocked deuterium, similar to the Schlieren technique for detecting density gradients. Shock reverberant ions in the pusher cause a second shock to be launched into the D2 at approximately 6 ns, and the
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propagation of the shock front and interface are both steady until its arrival. Only data from the steady-propagation region were used in the EOS calculations.
The measured shock speeds and final densities are shown in Figure 3a . The open squares with error bars are from this measurement and the accuracy with which the slopes of the shock and interface trajectories can be measured largely determines the error bars on the data. Hugoniots calculated using the Sesame EOS table14 and the new dissociation modell 1 are shown along with data obtained from previous gas gun experiments 10. Our data are in good agreement with the gas gun results at low compression while the higher compression data deviate significantly from the Sesame prediction.
The data support the higher compression predicted by the dissociation model and we therefore conclude that molecular dissociation is indeed significant in hydrogen isotopes at compressions near 100 Gpa. Figure 3 .b shows pressure versus density for these measurements.
Conclusion
We have presented the first measurement of density, shock and particle speeds in liquid deuterium at pressures ranging from 25 to 210 Gpa. Interferometric characterization of the shock and aluminum pusher showed that the laser-driven shock wave was planar and that there was no significant preheating of the deuterium. High-resolution, time-resolved radiographs confirm that the shock is steady in time and allow for determination of absolute Hugoniot data. These data strongly indicate that a dissociative transition from a diatomic to a monatomic fluid state occurs in the deuterium and provide support for a revised equation of state model in this pressure regime.
